NeoCenter For Public Safety
Modern-day surveillance systems work in silos, making it difficult for Operators to see subtle connections between
suspicious activities detected.
NLS’ NeoCenter (formerly known as the Smart Command Centre) For Public Safety boasts multiple AI detection and
analytical capabilities, allowing for true incident correlation. This gives Operators a 360° view of every
Person-Of-Interest in a monitored area, and the means to rapidly respond to threats to our public safety.

Challenges
Surveillance today relies heavily on monitoring camera footage, which has middling success in detecting
incidents as they happen. These systems stop at detection, meaning they merely raise an alert and provide no
further support.

Solution Concept:
NeoCenter
Rather than depending solely on human monitoring, NeoCenter’s AI-powered systems work in tandem with Operators
to detect and response to threats with increased speed and accuracy.
√

Signature DET3R (Detect, Tag, Track, and Respond) Framework goes beyond detection to provide a holistic
solution to threat response

√

Provides a 360° view of Persons-Of-Interest, including past appearances and associated incidents

√

Leverages on top-class NEC AI technologies, including Facial Recognition, Abandoned Object Detection, and
Loitering Discovery
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VALUES FOR SOCIETY:
Towards an abundant society for all people to live happier and more prosperous lives.

Ensuring broad range of
safety for all from
individual to country

Serving society and
the Earth

Realizing sustainable
growth

Closing the social divide
and eliminate inequality

NEC is more than cutting edge technologies that meet business demands. We are also committed to
generating social value, revolving fundamental issues of society and our customer, through the
development of higher-level ICT assets that are ahead of their time. Our solutions for society focus on four
core social values: Safety, Security, Efficiency and Equality. By working with commercial organisations and
government institutions, we identify issues, develop solutions and resolve social problems from global
angle, becoming the partner that our customers - and the world - can depend on.
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